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He was right, even though nowadays every group preserves its own cultural identity as well.
In the IDF, every soldier can learn from the other fighters in his unit as well as influence them. Empathy and
respect are natural results of carrying a stretcher together, especially when a friend from that unit lies in
it. Soldiers from all facets of Israeli society help one
another get through strenuous marches, difficult maneuvers and the resulting exhaustion.
This is a blessing for Israeli society, because without
the ethnic mixing in the army, the discord between
population sectors would be much more serious than
it is today. We will soon witness that the gradual absorption of hareidi soldiers into the IDF, now in progress, will not only end the resentment many secular
Israelis feel towards that sector, it will familiarize
them with a lifestyle about which they know little or
nothing.
An additional positive result of army service in Israel
stems from the egalitarian conditions that prevail in
the IDF. In contrast to other armies, the US Army for
one, where officers earn their stripes after graduating
from West Point without going through basic training
with the rank-and-file, in the IDF all enlisted soldiers
have an opportunity to prove their ability, from basic
training to officer's courses and all the way to the
highest command posts. It is often the ideas of rankand-file soldiers that affect decisions in the field and
effect change.
This has a tremendous effect on Israeli society. Young
people from every background can attain officer status, using that success as a stepping stone when
they re-enter civilian life, allowing them to try out for
key positions in Israel's employment world.
IDF service also plays a special part in the absorption
of immigrants who move to Israel and join the army.
These soldiers are often heard claiming that the fact
that they succeeded in integrating into Israeli society

is due to their serving with soldiers who were born in
Israel.
Sam (Samantha) and Mickey are two young immigrants who came on aliyah about four years ago and
have been married for several months. Sam is from
Las Vegas; Mickey hails from Michigan. Although as
immigrants, they were entitled to a shorter term of
service, Mickey decided to join the tank corps, did
basic training and an officer's course and is now commander of a tank platoon! Sam volunteered to serve
as a lookout on the Lebanese border for two years,
the same length of service as her Israeli girl friends.
This couple told me that they were able to blend into
Israeli society easily because of their army service,
adding: "Had we not served in the army, we would
have remained Americans who can hardly get out a
sentence in Hebrew."
More significant than the absorption of Western immigrants is the positive effect of IDF service on immigrants from countries such as Ethiopia. In the past,
soldiers whose families made aliyah from North Africa, the Middle East and Asia were successfully absorbed in the IDF and are now serving in the army's
highest echelons, their ethnic roots having ceased to
play a role.
Although Ethiopian absorption still has difficulties to
surmount, the IDF presents an entirely different story. Soldiers of Ethiopian origin advance according to
their merits, with a growing number welcomed into
elite commando units and the Air Force.
The IDF offers soldiers who are not halachically Jewish the opportunity to study Judaism and register for
seminars that prepare them for conversion in the "Nativ" program, which has the Israeli Chief Rabbinate's
backing. Every year, close to a thousand soldiers take
advantage of the program and complete the conversion process during their military service.

soldier must spend several weeks a year on reserve
duty. The IDF preserves the integrity of each soldier's
original unit, so that long term friendships are formed,
soldiers network and help one another, with informal
social contact continuing outside of the army. A common Israeli saying is "we have eaten from the same
mesting, a corruption of the word "mess tin", a metal
dish used to warm food in the army.
Israeli biographer Shlomo Rosenfeld writes that "the
mesting has come to mean nostalgic comradeship. In
Israel, the entire nation is the army, and every Israeli
has a few friends with whom he dragged stretchers
and ate from the same mesting. They were a group
that traveled a good part of the way together, until
they separated – one became a taxi driver, another
became a bank clerk, another ran a company and
one became a factory worker, one opened a grocery
store and one continued to climb the ladder and became a general in the IDF or a high-ranking minister
in the government. But when they started out, they
were all of equal status. After all, they all ate from the
same mesting."
The friends with whom I served in the IDF forty years
ago meet every week to hike along Israel's trails, the
soldiers who served under my command include me
in their get-togethers, as the barriers between officers and regular soldiers are almost non-existent in
the IDF.
While it is true that an army is not a goal in itself in
Jewish tradition, and the Jewish people would prefer
to see a world without violence and warfare, the Israeli army serves a purpose beyond that of security. It
plays a major and significant part in building a healthier society in Israel.
Brig. Gen. (res.) Rabbi Avichai Rontski commanded
the Shomron Territorial Brigade, then served as IDF
Chief Rabbi from 2006-2010. He heads the Itamar
Hesder Yeshiva and has authored a four-volume work
on halacha in the IDF.

Once the years of compulsory service are over, every

The Saga of Ethiopian Jewry

The errors made in absorbing previous waves of aliyah were repeated when the Ethiopians arrived, with disastrous results. It is not too late to
correct them, says a famous educator, internationally known for creating unique and successful educational programs.
• By Dr. Chaim Peri | Photos: Flash90
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recent spate of violence and aggression by youngsters
of Ethiopian descent has shaken the streets of Tel
Aviv. A believer in Israel’s destiny cannot help but wonder:
haven't the 2000 years of Jewish exile erased from our
DNA the drive for self-destruction?
In the face of some analyses by the media in which
the Israeli government is blamed for the youngsters'
discontent, public figures and academia, educators and
decision makers must remain practical and keep their
feet on the ground. Learning from the mistakes of the
past, they must focus on immediate tikkun.
First and foremost, the tikkun has to do with empowering
the older generation. It is now widely accepted that a
repeated error in the Jewish State’s absorption of its various
waves of immigration was its assuming responsibility for
the education of the young, while overriding and ignoring
the sentiments of the parents. The parent generation’s
move to a new country was expected to be experienced
as a spiritual elevation, a fulfillment of the dreams and
prayers of generations.
That it was, but in reality, the new immigrant parents soon
found themselves confronted by culture shock and a
shattering loss of authority over their offspring.
This proved to be especially destructive regarding the
Jewish-Ethiopian community, where reverence for the
older generations has always played a crucial role. These
parents had been raising their children for generations
upon generations with dignity, a sense of Jewish continuity,
and a yearning to return to Jerusalem. Now, they found
themselves torn between their adherence to the traditions
of their forefathers - so fiercely protected in Ethiopia - and
their wish to become part of modern Israel.
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To make matters worse, not only was the inner fabric of the
Jewish-Ethiopian community tremendously weakened,
society at large never really had the opportunity to acquire
an understanding of who these strange and different
looking newcomers are. At first, their dramatic arrival
was accompanied by headlines and a rush of national
pride – yet these quickly gave way to disappointment and
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indifference once the immigrants settled down and the
challenges were revealed.
Not only that, public adoration was completely reserved
for the ingenuity of those Israelis who acted as their
"saviors”, ignoring the unbelievable perseverance, rooted
in profound spirituality, of this unique Jewish community.
Here, among us, unappreciated, were sisters and
brothers who had descended from the heights of the
Simien Mountains and the wondrous shores of Lake Tana
in the Blue Nile, and, hounded by vicious militias, crossed
deserts, burying their dead by the thousands – the death
toll is estimated at 4000 - on their way to Eretz Israel.
Three decades later, a generation of new parents has
emerged in the community. They are a whole echelon of
remarkable, learned, proactive individuals, with a record
of leadership, be it in the Israel Defense Forces or in
civilian life.
This human resource needs to be tapped, in line with the
Ethiopian Jewish heritage which puts parental authority
first. A national council of Ethiopian Israeli parents with
public visibility should manifest itself, spearheading
the restoration of parental authority. The voice of such
a national council should and could be heard, it could
garner public attention, over and above the racket made
by the young protesters in the streets. Only then will
the dangerous tide that is sweeping through the young
generation begin to subside.
Based on decades of learning and interacting with the
Beta Israel community, I clearly sense a thirst for such
a corrective move. Restoring parental authority and
guidance to its original centrality can play a crucial role in
restoring the communal sense of wellbeing, by aligning
realities with sentiments so deeply ingrained in the
collective psyche of the Ethiopian Jewish community.
There is a second, historical tikkun which must be
introduced, involving the national educational system.
I strongly maintain, that had the educational system,
from the very onset of the Ethiopian aliyah, found the
foresight to make the mores of this population into one
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of the pillars of value-laden education in Israel, we would
now be in a totally different place. Such a strategic move
would have provided the native Israeli youngster with
an incomparable opportunity to expand the boundaries
of his self-perception, discovering an emotional and
theoretical connection to an ancient Jewish tribe, its story
and heritage. Had we done so, a generation of Israelis,
from kindergarten to high-school to academia, would
have become part of a corrective process of absorption, in
contrast to the educational failures of the previous waves
of aliyah, which still haunt our society.
One of the advantages of being exposed to the uniqueness
and depth of the Jewish-Ethiopian story is that an entire
generation could have been better equipped for life in a
changing, multi-cultural world. In this regard, the Ethiopian
aliyah could have been a godsend, not a burden, while
at the same time the new arrivals would have had their
feelings of self-worth and basic dignity reinforced. When
this dignity is lost, life becomes meaningless, and the
chaos pouring into the streets is all that remains.
Experience shows that educational programs which
unequivocally highlight the genuine significance of
Ethiopian Jewish heritage, portraying it as in no way an
inferior or deficient representation of Jewish values, have
had an important positive influence on the self-perception
and identity of the young, with far-reaching therapeutic
ramifications. These programs are now being taught in
many religious Zionist schools.
The Jewish-Ethiopian saga is one of the most remarkable
revelations of Divine Providence, hashgacha, in our times.
However, the magnitude of the missed opportunity can be
as vast as the phenomenon. It is not too late: the time for
these two major tikkuns is now. Now is also the time to
replicate the various successes in aliyah absorption that
did take place in Israel over the years, this time making
sure that no one is left behind.
Dr. Chaim Peri, Director of the Yemin Orde Youth Village in
Israel for 30 years and initiator of the Steering Center of
Ethiopian Educational Affairs at the Ministry of Education,
is author of Teenagers Educated the Village Way.
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